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Abstract Arbitrary closed exponential queueing networks are examined such 

as with finite capacities and blocking or dynamic routing. Conditions are 

provided from which a simple upper bound on the system throughput and an 

error bound for its accuracy can be concluded. These conditions are 

illustrated for a Jackson network with finite entrance buffer and overflow 

station. An explicit error bound for this application is derived of order 

M"1, where M is the number of jobs. 
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1 Introduction 

Queueing networks have gained a wide popularity as a powerful modeling 

and evaluation tooi in communication analysis, computer performance evalua-

tion and flexible manufacturing. At first glance, most of these queueing 

network applications are to be seen as open, since jobs are usually gener-

ated exteriorly and depart the system upon completion of their required 

services. Typical present day applications, however, such as a multi-source 

computer system or a computerized assembly line feature an almost infinite 

input so that upon completion of a job or departure from the system a new 

job is instantly inserted. In such applications the number of jobs is 

usually large. Other systems of actual interest for which a closed queueing 

network modeling is appropriate are interconnection networks such as CSMA 

or BTMA broadcasting systems (cf. [15]). In this case the jobs of the 

queueing network modeling represent the transmitters which are fixed but 

usually large in number (cf. [9]). 

When the closed queueing network exhibits a product form various tech-

niques such as mean value analysis (cf. [10]) or statistical mechanics (cf. 

[9]) are available for computing performance measures of interest. With a 

large number of jobs, however, such methods become computationally expen-

sive. To this end, also bounding methods for large product form networks 

have been developed (cf. [7], [25]). Unfortunately, practical features such 

as most notably finite capacity constraints generally destroy the cele-

brated product form expression (e.g. [4], [11]). Simple performance bounds 

for specific small non-product systems have recently been developed as 

based upon a product-form modification methodology (cf. [18], [21], [22]). 

For large scale non-product networks, however, this methodology is not 

appropriate and no simple general performance bounds seem to be available. 

As numerical computations easily grow astronomically, robust but simple 

guaranteed bounds would be useful for at least quick evaluation purposes. 

This paper, therefore, will secure a simple upper bound as well as an 

error bound of its accuracy for the system throughput of large closed 

queueing networks, regardless of a product-form or not. This bound is based 

upon comparing the closed system with an appropriate open analog for which 
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the throughput is trivially obtained. For concrete networks the order of 

accuracy will generally be reciprocal in the number of jobs and an explicit 

error bound can be derived. 

Convergence results for approximating open systems by closed systems 

with a finite source input tending to infinity have been established (cf. 

[2], [8], [23]). Explicit error bounds, however, have not been reported 

other than for simple Standard Erlang-type systems (cf. [23]). Error bounds 

for somewhat related state space truncation results have been proposed in 

[12] , but these are just robust bounds which do not secure an order of 

accuracy. 

The essential underlying condition to the results of this paper is a 

boundedness condition for so-called bias terms of total reward structures. 

The verification of this condition is the crucial part. In concrete situa-

tions an inductive Markov reward proof-technique can be succesful. This 

technique, which can be seen as a partial extension of monotonicity proof-

techniques such as developed in [1], [13] and [14], has already been fruit-

ful in simple network situations for slightly related problems (cf. [18], 

[22]). However, as complex technicalities are involved, it cannot be guar-

anteed generally to work well, especially not for multi-dimensional situa

tions such as the queueing networks studied in this paper. 

The main part of this paper, therefore, is concerned with illustrating 

how the necessary conditions can be verified for a particular non-product 

form queueing network. This concerns a Jackson network with a finite 

entrance station and overflow upon saturation, such as naturally arising in 

communication systems with alternate routing, packet switching or manu-

facturing. 

A simple throughput approximation A is shown to be an upper estimate 

with an explicit error bound 

A W M"1 

where W is a sojourn time as easily estimated from above by a Standard 
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product form network and where M is the number of jobs of the closed sys-

tem. Extensions of this application such as to more capacity constraints 

are possible. 

The organization is as follows. First, the general closed model is 

presented in section 2.1. Next, in section 2.2 an open analog is proposed 

which suggests a simple estimate (bound) A for the throughput of the closed 

system. Conditions so as to guarantee that this estimate is an upper esti

mate as well as to obtain an explicit error bound are derived in section 

2.3. These conditions are verified for a network application with overflow 

in section 3. An evaluation concludes the paper. 

2 Result 

2.1 General model 

Consider an arbitrary closed exponential queueing network with M jobs 

and N+l service stations numbered 0,1,...,N, such that for at least one 

station, say with number 0, the departure rate at which jobs actually leave 

this station is given by 

H0 (n0 ) > 0 

when n0 jobs are present at station 0, regardless of the number of jobs n± 

at the other stations i=l,...,N. As n = n1+...+nN uniquely determines the 

number n0 = M-n, the system can thus be described by a continuous-time 

Markov chain with state vector n — (^....nj,). From now on we will refer 

to the stations 1,...,N as the "main system" and we write 

M(n) - n0 (M-n) . 

Throughout we always let vectors have N-components and we use the notation 

n + •ei and n - ei to denote the vector equal to n up to one job more 

respectively less at station i. The vector n-e^ej thus denotes the state 

equal to n with one job moved from station i to j. Here, we allow i=0 or 

j=0 under the convention that n + e0 = n so as to model an arrival 
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at (i=0) or departure from (j=0) the "main system". The transition rates 

q(n,n-ei+ej) for a transition from a state n into n-ei+e_ĵ
sn can then 

be formulated as: 

q(n,n+ej)- - /*(n) et, (n) (1 < j < N) 

qCn .n -e i+ep - nLi (n) ( i , j * 0) (2 .1) 

qCn.n-ei) - nL(n) ( i*0) 

where by assumption: â  (n) + ...+aN(n) = 1. Without restriction of gener-

ality, also assume that the corresponding Markov chain has a unique statio-

nary distribution 7r(n) restricted to neS for some set S with Ö 

«=(0, . . . ,0)eS. Our objective is to evaluate the throughput X of the main 

system, i.e. 

X - 2 . - «(n) Mi(n). (2.2) 
nes 

Remark 2.1 (Arrival blocking) Our formulation seems to exclude arrival 

blocking upon departures from station 0 as we assume p.0 (n0) > 0 for all 

n0 and ax(n)+...+aN(n) = 1 for all n. Clearly, blocking probabilities 

strictly less than 1 can hereby be modeled by scaling /i0 (n0). Strict 

arrival blocking, however, that is with probability 1 such as due to a 

finite capacity constraint, can also be modeled by including an additional 

station, say *, to which blocked arrivals from station 0 are rerouted. For 

example, assuming that blocked arrivals are originally rerouted to station 

0, this can be modeled by routing the blocked jobs from station 0 to 

station * which serves at a rate: 

M*(n*) - M0(
no+n*) " M0(n0)-

Whenever n0 jobs are still present at station 0 and nA jobs are blocked 

jobs from station 0 that have still not accessed one of the stations 

1,...,N. Departures from station * route as coming from station 0 and upon 

blocking return again to this station *. 
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Figure 1 

Clearly, various blocking protocols for routings inside the main system 

(i.e., stations 1,...,N) and departures from this main system are included 

as we allow a generally state dependent transition structure. For example, 

stations may have finite capacity constraints where upon saturation a newly 

arriving job may be returned to its source station (communication protocol) 

or rerouted to another station for possible access (overflow). 

I 

2.2 Open analog 

Let 

A = max _ - u(n) nes ^ 
(2.3) 

and consider the open analog of the queueing network of section 2.1 with 

stations 1 N unchanged, but station 0 replaced by a Poisson input with 

parameter A. More precisely, the corresponding transition rates q(n,n-

e^e^) for n.n-ei+e^ e S are now given by 

q(n,n+e,) - U , ( n ) (1 < j < N) 

q(n,ii-ei+ej) = nió (n) (i,j * 0) (2.4) 

q(n,ü-ei) = ^ ( n ) (i * 0) 



As for transitions not restricted to S (thus with n£ÉS and/or 

n-ei+eijÉS) these transition rates can be arbitrarily chosen up to the 

conditions: 

(i) The system is always fed by a Poisson arrival rate A. 

(ii) The corresponding Markov chain also has a unique stationary 

distribution 7r(n)restricted to some set S where SDS. 

(iii) The transition rates remain uniformly bounded, i.e. for some Q < =°: 

^ SUP 5es s ,- * qCn.n-ei+ej). 
-1- > J 

As a consequence, since any Poisson arrival is accepted with probability 1 

while the empty state Ö=(0, . . . ,0)e§CS, so that any job will eventually 

leave the system, the system throughput of this open analog is equal to X. 

Remark 2.2 It is noted that this open analog needs to be f ormulated 

merely to prove our result of interest. The freedom of formulation outside 

S will play a role only in the verification of the necessary conditions 

and thereby the accuracy of the error bounds. In concrete situations, 

however, a natural extrapolation of the interior transition structure of S 

is likely to be a 'good' candidate, as will be illustrated in section 3. 

2.3 Comparison results 

Below we always denote an expression for the original closed system 

with an upper bar symbol "-" while for the open analog without upper bar. 

An upper bar symbol between parantheses (-) indicates that the expression 

is to be read for both the closed and open version. By virtue of the Stan

dard uniformization technique (e.g. [16], p.110) the stationary distribu-

tions TT(.) and 7r( ) are equal to those of the discrete-time Markov chains 

with one-step transition probabilities p^n-e^e^) and 

pCn.n-e^ej) respectively defined by 

r q (ü.n-ei+e^/Q j*i 

p (n.n-ei+ej) = - (2.5) 

[[1 - Sj^/q'Cn.n-ei+e^/Q] j-i 
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For evaluating the steady-state behaviour, we may thus restrict to these 

discrete-time Markov chains. To this end, let the one-step expectation 

operators Tt , t=0,l,2,... upon real-valued functions f(.) be defined by 

lil - i 
(Tt+1 =

 (T)(Tt t=0)l,2)... (2.6) 

'f'fXn) - E. . V ^ n - e ^ ) f(n-ei+ej ) 

where these definitions are restricted to states n e S . Now in order to 

compute the system throughput, for s-0,1,2,... let 

(V> = S ':0
1(T^r, (2.7) 

where the function r(.) is given by 

r(n) - S lml Pi(n)/Q. (2.8) 

Then, from the uniformization (2.5) and Standard Markov reward theory, we 

conclude that for arbitrary ï e S the system throughputs are given by 

(A5 = lim 2 <y> (Jg) (2.9) 
S^oo S s 

The following simple key-theorem can now be proven. It gives a natural 

condition for the directly computable value A from (2.3) to secure an upper 

bound for the system throughput A of the original closed system and most 

importantly it provides a tooi for guaranteeing an error bound. 

Theorem 2.1 

(i) We have 

A > A, (2.10) 

i f for a l l n,n+ej€S and t>0: 

V t(n+ed) > V t(n) (2.11) 
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(ii) We have 

|A-Aj < e C, (2.12) 

if for some function /?(•)• some initial state ï, some constants C and e>0, 

and all neS: 

Tt £(ï) < C (t > 0) (2.13) 

|[A-M(n)] S j = iaj(n)[Vt(n+ej)-Vt(n)]| < t /3(n) (t > 0) (2.14) 

Proof 

(i) From (2.7) we conclude 

(V> + 1 = r +
(T) (V> (2.15) 

As the transition probabilities p(.,.) remain restricted to S while ScS, 

we may thus write for arbitrary ïeS: 

(Vs - Vs)(ï) - (T Vs.x - TV..!)^) 

- (f - T)vs.1(i) + i(vs_i - vs.1)(ï) 

- 2 [Il ït(ï-T)VB_b_ia) + fs(V0-V0)(ï) (2.16) 

where the latter equality follows by iteration. The second term of the last 

right-hand side is equal to 0 as V0(.)=0 by definition. From comparing 

(2.1) and (2.4) and substituting (2.5), we find for any üeS and t>0: 
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(T-T)Vt(n) - [JïJ=1 oj(n) Vt(n+e^) -

Ai(.n) Ŝ -i Qj^> Vt(n+ej)]/Q-

[(A - p(n)) S* = 1 od(n) Vt(n)]/Q 

= (A - /»(n)) 4=i aj(n)[Vt(n+ej)-Vt(n)]/Q (2.17) 

Since the expectation operators Tt are monotone operators (i.e., Ttf > 0 

if f > 0 componentwise), inequality (2.10) now directly follows from (2.2), 

(2.3), (2.11), (2.16), (2.17) and (2.9). 

(11) From noting that also Ttf < Ttg for any t and f < g in the compo

nentwise sense, taking absolute values in (2.16) and substituting (2.17), 

(2.13) and (2.14) we conclude: 

|(VS - V.)(j)| < e Q"1 Sj:j Tt j8(i) < c s Q"1 C. 

Applying (2.9) now proves (2.12). • 

Remark 2.3 (Upper bound A?) At first glance, inequality (2.10) seems triv-

ial and generally valid. Counterintuitively, however, one can give counter-

examples (see [1], [18], [22]) showing that the throughput of a system for 

a specific realization can be decreased by allowing more arrivals. Roughly 

speaking, the intuition seems to be correct for exponential services and 

monotone service rates. For specific situations, such as for assembly type 

networks without feedbacks, formal proofs for this latter type statement 

have recently been established in [1], [13], [22]. 

Remark 2.4 (Conditions 2.13 and 2.14) For the conditions (2.13) and (2.14) 

one must typically think of /9(.) to be some polynomial in n such as /J(n) = 

n, and the so-called bias terms Vt(n+ej)-Vt(n) to be bounded uniformly in 

t>0. This latter boundedness is standardly known in Markov reward theory as 

based upon mean first passage times. As these times, however, are extremely 

hard to obtain analytically for multi-dimensional processes (cf. [6] for 

one-dimensional situations), while no general bounds for them seem to be 
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available, in the next section we will give an approach by which these 

bias-terms are estimated directly. Roughly speaking, condition (2.14) then 

requires that in any state either 

(i) the difference A-/x(n) is sufficiently small or 

(ii) the marginal probability itself of being in states where this differ

ence is large, is small. The example in the next section will include 

both aspects. 

Remark 2.5 (Mixed open-closed networks). Clearly, the setting can be modi-

fied so as to include networks with both a fixed number of internal jobs 

that will never leave the system and external arrivals that will eventually 

depart. The throughput of the internal jobs can then be reformulated and 

estimated from above in a similar manner. 

Remark 2.6 (Multiple job-types). For expository convenience the presenta-

tion has been restricted to a single job class. As general state dependent 

intensities are allowed of the form (2.1), we could just as well have 

included interdependencies of multiple-job types. Assuming that for at 

least one station jobs of any type can always depart regardless of the 

state of the other stations, (which does not exclude the routing probabili-

ties cüj (.) to be state dependent), similar throughput estimates for 

multiple-job classes can be stated. 

Remark 2.7 (Non-exponential case). The exponential assumption has been made 

to justify a Markovian analysis. It is standardly known, however, (e.g. 

[3]), that nonnegative distributions can be approximated arbitrarily 

closely, in the sense of weak convergence, by mixtures of Erlang distribu

tions. As these mixtures still guarantee an exponential and thus Markovian 

structure while general state dependent intensities are allowed, generali-

zations to non-exponential networks can be expected. The technical details, 

however, will be highly complex particularly as for estimating the bias-

terms in concrete situations (cf. [20]). 
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Remark 2.8 (Bounded intensities). The boundedness assumption (iii) in 

section 2.2 was made in order to apply the uniformization technique for 

obtaining a discrete-time formulation. This, however, can be avoided in a 

technical manner similarly to [19] such as to allow infinite server sta

tions . 

3 Application: A Jackson queueing network with a finite entrance buffer 

and overflow. 

This section will illustrate how the conditions (2.11), (2.13) and 

(2.14) can be verified for a concrete network of practical interest. For 

expository convenience we restrict our illustration to a finite source 

Jackson network with a finite entrance station and overflow upon saturation 

of this station. Two essential features, a non-reversible finite capacity 

constraint and a dynamic routing, both of which generally destroy a product 

form expression, are hereby involved. With more finite capacity con-

straints the proofs become much more complicated (such as in [22]) but 

follow essentially the same approach. An overflow phenomenon has only been 

dealt with in the literature for simple Erlang type systems (cf. [17]) and 

is therefore included. Based upon the results obtained below and the above 

references, similar results can be expected along the same lines for 

systems with more complex finite capacity constraints. 

3.1 Model 

Consider a Jackson network with N-l service stations, numbered 

1,...,N-1, a separate overflow station N and a finite source input with M 

sources, such as visualized in figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2 

The service rate at station i when r̂  customers are present is given by 

^(ni). Upon service completion at station i a job routes to station j with 

probability p u , j=l,...,N-l or leaves the system with probability pi0 = 1 

- 2. n. • , where p„„ = 1. Arrivals at the system are generated by a 

finite source input with M sources and exponential source times with 

parameter 7. That is, when n jobs are within the system the arrival rate is 

(M-n)7. An arrival will enter the system at some entrance (buffer) station 

1 which is to be seen as the bottleneck of the system as it has a finite 

capacity constraint of no more than B jobs. Upon saturation of this buffer

station, an arriving job is rerouted to a separate overflow station N. 

Switching from station N to the primary system at some later time is not 

allowed. Further, the matrix <Pij)1(j-0.i N-I is a s s u m e d to b e 

irreducible. A unique steady state distribution and system throughput is 

thereby secured. Further, the service rates are assumed to be nondecreasing 

in the queue length, i.e. for any i=l,...,N and n^O: 

The system under consideration is not of product-form (cf. [4]). For 
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the special case where the primary system is just an Erlang loss system, 

the overflow stream can be shown to be hyperexponential (cf. [17]), so that 

the overflow station in isolation can then be analyzed by a GI|M|.-system. 

Even then, however, an analytic expression for the system throughput A is 

not available as this depends on both the primary and overflow part. 

Therefore we wish to investigate the estimate 

A = 7 M (3.2) 

3.2 Parametrizations 

With n - (̂ ,...,1̂ ) denoting the number of jobs ^ at station i, 

i=l,...,N and n=nx+...+nN, the above system is parametrized in the setting 

of section 2.1 by: 

M(n) = (M-n)7 

A*ij<n) " *i<ni)Pij 

/^(n) = *i(n1)pi0 

ai (n) = 1 for 
j - 1 if % < B 

•j • N if nj - B (3.3) 

Further, note that the assumption a1(n)+...+aN(n)=l is satisfied by 

formulation, while Ö = (0,0 0) € S where S is the state space 

S - {n|0 < nx < B, nx + ... + n„ < M, nt > 0, i = 2,...,N} (3.4) 

of admissible states. With A given by (3.2) and 

S = {n|0 < n-L < B, nL > 0, i = 2,...,N), (3.5) 

a natural open analog with Poisson input A and state space S D S in the 

setting of section 2.2 is then obtained by (2.4), as given by the para-

metrization (3.3) and the extrapolations: 
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*A (iii ) - *4 (M) (ni > M) (i = 2 N) 

$ i ( % ) - $i(fi) <ni * B> (3-6) 

In words that is, the open analog is just the infinite version of the 

original system due to a Poisson input and service rates kept to the ir 

original maxima. The assumptions (i) and (iii) of section 2.2 are hereby 

guaranteed while assumption (ii) will be satisfied under the natural 

condition: A/$N (M) < 1. We are thus able to apply the results of section 

2.3. 

3.3 Comparison result and error bound 

We adopt all notation from section 2.3 based upon the above parametri-

zations. The following lemma is the most crucial step towards applying 

theorem 2.1. To this end, for arbitrary function g, we introducé the 

notation: 

Ajg(n) - g(n+ej) - g(n) (j = 1 N) (3.7) 

Lemma 3.1 For all t > 0 and ü+ei € S: 

0 < AiVt(n) < 1 (3.8) 

Proof This will be given by induction to t. For t=0, (3.8) trivially 

holds as V0 (.) = 0. Suppose that (3.8) holds for t < m and write h = 1/Q, 

where Q is any number such that 

Q > sup S 6 S [A + S^^ni)] (3.9) 

Then by (2.7) (also see (2.15)), (2.8), (3.3) and (3.7) we have 
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AiVm+1(n) = 

{[«iCiii+D-^di^lh P i 0 + 

A h 1 { i / l , n 1 < B } V m ( n + e i + e l ) + 

A h luiii.m-B} Vm(n+ei+eN) + 

A h 1 { i = i , n 1 + i<B} Vm ( i i+e 1+e 1 ) + 

Xh 1 { i = l , n 1 + l = B} Vm(^+el+ei,^ + 

[«iCiii+l) - ^ ( n ^ j h p i 0 Vm(n) + 

[^(rii+1) - $ i(n i)]h I*ml p i k Vt(n+ek) + 

Sj = i W h ^{-5 Pjk VmCn+ei-ej+ej,) + 

[1 - Ah - [^(rii+l) - $ i(n i)]h - I*ml »j(nj)h] Vm (n+ei) 

{SJ = i W h Pjo + 

A h 1 { i 5 ' l , n 1 < B } V m ( n + e l ) + 

A h ^ i ^ i . D i - B } V m ( n + e N ) + 

A h 1 { i = l , n 1 + K B } VmCn+ex) + 

Ah l U - l . i » i + l - B } V m ( n + e l ) + 

[«idii+1) - «idijjh P i 0 Vm(n) + 

[ « i ^ + l ) - * i(n i)]h 2 j . x p i k Vm(n) + 

SÜ-i « jCn^hlJ : ; P j k Vm(n-ej+ek) + 

[1 - Ah - [^(^+1) - $ i(n i)]h - X^.^jdi^h] Vm(n)j 
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[«id^+l) - # i(n1)]h Pi0 + 

x h l { i ^ i , n i « B } A iVm(n+e1) + 

*h l { i ^ i . n i - B } AiVm(n+eN) + 

A h 1 { i = l ,n 1 +KB} AlVm(n+el) + 

*h l{i-i,n1 + i-B> V^Cn+ei) + 

[«idii+1) - ̂ (n^lh 2*;; pikAkVm(n) + 

.[«idii+D - «i-di^lhpi,, [Vm(n) - Vm(n)] + 

4 = 1 W h CS Pjk AiVm(n-ej+ek) + 

{1 - Ah - [«idii+1) - ̂ (njjh - s5_1*j(n,1)h}AiV1I1<n) (3.10) 

The lower estimate AiVm+1(n) > O then directly follows from substituting 

the induction hypothesis AjVm(n) > 0 for j = i and j = N, noting that the 

seventh term is equal to 0, that $N (nj,+l) - $N (nN) > 0 by assumption (3.1) 

and that the last term is nonnegative as h"1 = Q > [A + Ej$j(n.j) + $A(n±+l) 

- $i (ni ) ] for vi+ei € S. 

The upper estimate AiVm+1(n) < 1 is concluded similarly by substituting 

the hypothesis AjVm(n) < 1 and specifically noting again that the seventh 

term is equal to 0, so that the negative part: -[$A(i^+l)-^(n±)]h from the 

last term compensates the first additional positive term: 

{*i(ni+l)-*1(ni)]h pi0. D 

Lemma 3.1 directly guarantees condition (2.11) and thus proves inequa-

lity (2.10). Furthermore, by (3.3) and (3.8) condition (2.14) becomes: 

iK-M-tOAM"1 - A] sj.j ttj (n) [Vt (n+ej-Vt (n) ] | -

InAM"1 [ l { n i < B } Ax V t (n) + l U l _ B } AN V t ( n ) ] | < 
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n A M_1. (3.11) 

The following choice in order to verify (2.13) thus seems natural 

j8(n) - n. (3.12) 

Lemma 3.2 below will guarantee (2.13) for this choice. 

Lemma 3.2 Let W be the sojourn time of a job in the open version and 

denote by Ö=(0,...,0) the empty state. Then for all t>0: 

Tt 0(0) < Tt £(Ö) < A W (3.13) 

Proof First we will prove that for all t>0: 

ft f(Ö) < Tt f(Ö) (3.14) 

for any f such that for all j and n,n+ejGS: 

Aj f(n) > 0. (3.15) 

To this end, from (2.6) and the fact that S c S, we obtain similarly to 

(2.16) or by direct telescoping: 

(fs-Ts) f(Ö) - Ŝ ZJ Tt(T-T)Ts_w f(Ö) (3.16) 

As per (2.17) and (3.11), however, without taking absolute values and by 

substituting Vt(n) = V, we also obtain for arbitrary function V and any 

neS: 

(T-T)V(n) = -nAM-^l^^Bj AjVW+l^^,,, AN V(n)] (3.17) 

As the operators ft remain restricted to S while ftV>(.) ^ 0 whenever 

>̂(.) < 0 (i.e., in componentwise sense), from (3.16) and (3.17) inequality 
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(3.14) is concluded provided (3.15) holds with f replaced by Tsf for all 

possible s and f satisfying (3.15). This will be proven by induction to s. 

For s=0, it is satisfied by definition. Suppose that Ts f satisfies (3.15) 

for all s<m and f satisfying (3.15). Then similarly to (3.10) we obtain: 

MTB+1f)(n) -

T(Tmf)(n+ei) - T(Tmf)(n) -

xh l { i ^ i f n i < B ) A i ( T m f ) ( n + e 1 ) + 

^ hiti.n^t) A i(Tmf)(n+eN) + 

^ l { i = i , n 1 + i < B } A1(Tmf)(n+e1) + 

* h l { i - i . n 1 + i - B } AH(Tmf)(n+e1) + 

[ ^ ( n i + D - f t i d i ^ l h S l'=l Ak (Tmf)(n) + 

E J-i W h S I-J Pjk Ai^fXi-ej+e,,) + 

{1 - Ah - [« id i i+1) - « i d i ^ J h - S"= 1 * j ( n d ) h } Ai (Tmf)(n) (3.18) 

The induction hypotheses A^(Tmf) > 0 for all j now yield as in the proof 

of lemma 3.1: Ai(Tm+1f) > 0. With i chosen arbitrarily, (3.14) is thus 

proven with f replaced by (Tm+1f). As argued above this guarantees (3.14) 

for any f satisfying (3.15). As the function /3(n) - n satisfies (3.15) 

the first inequality of (3.13) is concluded. 

To conclude the second inequality of (3.13), we will now inductively 

prove that for f satisfying (3.15): 

Tt+1f(0) > Tt f(0) (3.19) 
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where it is noted that we are considering the open model. Then for t=0 we 

have with h=Q~1: 

T f(Ö) = Ah f(Ö+ei) + [1-Ah] f(Ö) > f(Ö) (3.20) 

Suppose that (3.19) holds for t<m and any f satisfying (3.15). Now recall 

that, as proven above, (3.15) holds with f replaced by Tf=T1f for any f 

satisfying (3.15). Inequality (3.19) for t=m+l then follows by the induc-

tion hypothesis and 

(Tm+2f - Tm+1f)(Ö) - (TB+1 - Tm)(Tf)(Ö) > 0 (3.21) 

Finally, with L the mean number of jobs in the open system, we conclude 

from (3.14), (3.19) andLittle's result: 

Tt 0(0) < Tt /?(Ö) < limt^a Tfc £(u) - L - AW (3.22) 

D 

Combining theorem 2.1, lemma 3.1, inequality (3.11) and lemma 3.2 

yields: 

Theorem 3.3 

A > A (3.23) 

and with W the sojourn time of the open system: 

A - A < AW M"1 (3.24) 

Example 3.4: Assembly line Let the stations 1,...,N be infinite server 

stations with service parameters nL at station i and assume a cyclic 

routing, i.e. pA i + 1 = l for i = 1 N where N+l = 0, representing an 

assembly line. Then 

0 < A-A < AM"1 max(s"lj /zT1 , /z"1} (3.25) 
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Remark 3.5 (Other verification of (2.13)) As mentioned earlier, we could 

have allowed more finite capacity constraints such as in the assembly line 

example 3.4 for any station 1,...,N. The proof of lemma 3.1 would then 

become more complicated such as similarly to [22]. In that case, however, 

the number of jobs in the primary system is bounded say by some number F. 

By monotonicity arguments one can then prove 

k k 

L < F + LN < F + S" kAk[ n M (j)]_1{S" Ak [ II n (j)]"1}"1 (3.26) 

as based upon estimating the queue length L̂ j of the overflow station by 

sending any job to this station. As per (3.22), the estimate AW in (3.12) 

could then be replaced by this estimate. 

Evaluation The computation of the throughput of closed queueing networks 

with a large number of jobs is computationally most expensive. Especially 

for non-product form networks, as natural consequence of finite capacity 

constraints, no general efficiënt computational procedures are available. A 

robust but simple and general throughput estimate, therefore, might be of 

interest to practitioners. By comparing the closed system with an open 

analog such an estimate is proposed. Conditions are provided guaranteeing 

an error bound and order for the accuracy of this estimate. In concrete 

situations these conditions can be verified analytically based upon an 

inductive Markov reward proof technique. Explicit error bounds of order M"1 

with M the number of jobs can so be obtained for concrete finite capacity 

networks. Extensions such as to multi-class and mixed open and closed 

system seem possible. 
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